Out of 32 articles, 10 responded to the above-mentioned criteria [4, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . These articles considered DPG, PVR and PAC as continuous or dichotomous variables. For purpose of consistency, and to better individuate the risk associated with each variable, independently of arbitrary cut-offs, we only included those that reported the prognostic power of variables intended in a continuous way. The final analysis was thus conducted on six articles [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , including 2513 patients with LHD overall, followed up for 9−15 years. In four studies, all patients had PH [4, 8, 9, 11] , while in the remaining two articles at least two-thirds of patients had PH [7, 10] . In the majority of the studies, a multivariate analysis was performed, adjusting the hazard ratios associated with PVR, DPG and PAC for covariates such as age and sex [4, 8, 10, 11] , body mass index [10, 11] , ethnicity [8, 11] , and also for comorbidities [4, 7] and other haemodynamic parameters [8, 10] .
Analysis of the different populations revealed heterogeneity in terms of age, gender and aetiology of PH-LHD. Mean age was 60 years old, with mean values varying between 49 and 69 years old across the studies. Younger ages were more represented in heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) cohorts while older ages were found in cohorts of heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) or valvular heart disease. Male sex prevalence varied between 25 and 79%. HFpEF was the leading aetiology @ERSpublications PVR, DPG, PAC are all associated with survival in pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease http://ow.ly/R8sF30ieHSQ
Cite this article as: Caravita S, Dewachter C, Soranna D, et al. Haemodynamics to predict outcome in pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease: a meta-analysis. 8, 10] , while valvular heart disease was the leading aetiology or a significant comorbidity ( present in up to 30% of patients) in three studies [4, 7, 9] . In these latter studies, it is possible that right heart catheterisation has been performed in some patients as a pre-therapeutic assessment, although this has not been systematically reported by the authors. Neither symptoms (e.g. New York Heart Association functional class) nor concomitant relevant pathological conditions were consistently reported in all studies.
Mean pulmonary artery pressure was on average 35 mmHg, mean PVR 3.0 WU, mean DPG was 1.2 mmHg (this latter derived from five studies [4, [8] [9] [10] [11] ) and mean PAC 2.5 mL·mmHg −1 (derived from four studies [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Mean PVR was >3 WU in three studies [7] [8] [9] , mean DPG was <7 mmHg in all studies, while mean PAC was <2.3 mL·mmHg −1 in two studies [8, 9] . Based on mean±SD values, there is a high suspicion of a significant proportion of negative DPGs, at least in five out of six studies [4, [8] [9] [10] [11] .
We pooled the original estimates by using both the fixed-effects model and the random-effects model. Heterogeneity between study-specific estimates was tested using the Q statistic and I 2 index. When a significant heterogeneity was found (Q statistic p-value <0.05), the results from the random-effects model were presented. To evaluate publication bias, the "trim and fill" method was used [15] . This is an extension of the funnel plot technique, where "missing studies" are identified and estimated based on the symmetry of the funnel plot [16] .
Forest plots analysis for survival according to DPG, PVR and PAC are depicted in figure 1b. Increasing values of PVR and DPG were associated with higher risk of death in PH-LHD, while increasing values of PAC were associated with lower risk. Results did not change when performing a sensitivity analysis including only the four studies in which all patients had PH [4, 8, 9, 11] . Some suggestions of presence of publication bias come from the results obtained from the "trim and fill" method. The summary estimates coming from this method are very similar to the summary original estimates for each outcome, even if the summary estimates of DPG and PAC were not statistically significant. Nevertheless, the paucity of included studies puts caution in interpreting the results obtained by the "trim and fill" method [16] .
This meta-analysis may thus reconcile contrasting theories and evidences on which parameter(s) to define a pre-capillary component and/or to predict prognosis in PH-LHD.
Indeed, the DPG was re-introduced as a marker of disease in 2013 based on solid physiological background, histological demonstration of association with pulmonary arterial remodelling, and possible prognostic potential [2, 4] . However, the DPG is a small number highly subjected to background noise, partly related to problems in the measurement of diastolic pulmonary artery pressure and pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP) [1, 17] , so that over 30% of patients in the published series may present with negative DPG, which is deemed to be physiologically impossible [1] . This may be due to technical limitations and interpretations drawbacks in the accuracy of PAWP and/or diastolic pulmonary artery pressure determination [1] [2] [3] 17] , that may also affect, to some extent, PAC and PVR [1] . It is also interesting to note that only a minority of patients with PH-LHD may present with high DPGs, which is confirmed by low mean DPGs values (about 1 mmHg) in the whole cohort that was subjected to meta-analysis. However, at variance from some individual reports, DPG was found to be associated with outcome, with a 2% increase in risk for a unitary increase in DPG.
Based on contrasting evidences on DPG, PVR was reintroduced because it may have additional value as an indirect reflection of right ventricular function [3] since, in patients with PH-LHD, it may normalise when improving cardiac output by means of systemic vasodilators or inotropes. It should be underscored that PVR is a well-consolidated and longstanding used variable in clinical practice, despite physiological limitations due to its flow and filling pressure dependency [1] . Our meta-analysis confirms available data on the prognostic discriminative potential of PVR. A unitary increase in PVR was associated with 9% increase in risk of adverse outcome.
Recently, PAC has been increasingly investigated in PH-LHD, and it was proposed as a predictor of outcome [1, [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, PAC is an even smaller number than DPG, it may be highly dependent on PAWP [18] , and the formula utilised to calculate it in clinical practice may overestimate the true PAC by 60 to 80% [1] . Despite these limitations, PAC is also associated with outcome, with higher values being related with lower risk.
Some other limitations of this analysis should be underlined. In particular, only few retrospective studies (or retrospective analysis of a prospective registry) were available for this analysis, without prospective validation of haemodynamic measurements. This should encourage confirmation of our results in ad hoc designed prospective studies.
In summary, the present analysis confirms that the population of PH-LHD is heterogeneous in terms of age, aetiology, proportion of negative DPGs and haemodynamic presentation. However, despite the differences in cohorts and the intrinsic limitations of each variable [1] , PVR, DPG and PAC appear to be associated with survival in PH-LHD. Importantly, we may speculate that these variables should be viewed as complementary and may be used in combination as an intrinsic control. Which combination of variables would best be used to predict outcome remains a matter of debate. 
